HOW TO DRAW PAUL
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1. First start off by drawing
a ‘line of action’ – this will
help you with the pose you
want. Draw two egg shapes
w
for the head and body. Dra
small tubes for the arms and
a swirly tail (not too long!)

2. Add two googly
eyes and a couple of
large circles on Paul’s
cheeks. These are called
Subtympanic shields.
Then add Paul’s fingers
and toes, five on each
foot or hand - sort of
like sharp bananas. The
crazier the better!
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3. Iguanas have things
called ‘brain bumps’
above their eyes. These
are just small bumps of
fat. Not very brainy!
Draw in a snout for Paul,
kind of like the front of
a boot. Add a smile.
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4. Draw in the karate head
band. Make sure it has swirls,
frilly ends. Next add some
small circles, small circular
scales, almost around and
inside the Subtympanic shield.
Oh, add some spikes on the
head, the back and ¾ of the
tail. These are called caudal
spikes. Draw in Paul’s collar
too. He’s Dylan’s pet after all!
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5. Add in the Dewlap, the flappy
piece of skin underneath his collar.
Draw karate bands around his
ankles, and elbows. Add some
banded markings, five small, sharp
teeth, nostrils so he can breathe
and little bits of shading, here and
there. Add his eyes so he can see
where he’s Karate chopping! Give
him a dangerous looking set of
eyebrows and small dots for eyes.
You can experiment too.
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6. Now the best part –
INKING! Trace your drawing
with a black fine pen.

Have a go at drawing Paul yourself!
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7. Colour-up Paul! Use a nice
lime green watercolour. I use
watercolours and then pencils
for shading. Make sure once
the watercolour has dried
that you use the pencil to add
some depth to the markings,
some texture and small bits of
shading. Then you’re done and
you have a Paul!

MEET PA UL, AND
HIS SUPERHERO
PA L DYLAN, IN

IGUA NA BOY

